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Peoria Riverfront Museum
By: Mark Trotter

The integration of
exhibit technology
in museums, such
as touch screens,
projectors, and audio
systems, is an ever evolving subject.
As equipment has improved and
changed, the methods of utilizing
such technology have also changed.

ence. Let us know if
you want a tour.
The museum is divided
into several different
galleries, each with
their own theme, which
are intended to change
often to keep the content fresh and interesting for repeat visitors. This concept
design is called “Delta Thinking” by
museum planner White Oak Associates.

infrastructure to facilitate those
changes economically – what we
Project Overview...
call Delta thinking. Only three
Delta Thinking
of PRM’s exhibit galleries have
long-term exhibits; the rest have
These changes in exhibit technology
“The Museum’s twenty-two learning built-in provisions and expectations
philosophy can be seen at one of
spaces (nine galleries, four theaters, to change content. As an example,
the most recent Bowen Technovation projects at the Peoria Riverfront eight program spaces, and a library) “The Street” has three Delta galleries and an object theater that are
reflect the Museum’s brand values
Museum. The brand new facility
and its strategy for engaging multi- designed to change scenarios every
encompasses 30,000 square feet of
exhibits, a giant screen film theater, ple audiences in changing program- few years...
ming. This flexible menu of learnand Zeiss equipped planetarium.
GLPA conference attendees will get ing spaces meant thinking of every
learning space in multiple modes of
to see the new exhibit work we did
for PRM at the GLPA 2013 Confer- operation, and then investing in the
continued on page 8...

Introducing AstroFXAurora Lightjamz!..Instant Light Shows.
By: David Binnewies

Want a killer light
show synced perfectly to music, but don’t
have any programming time? Just play
your music or show and let Lightjamz! do it all... Instantly!
What is Lightjamz!? We’ve integrated a powerful live frequency
and amplitude “autosensing” lighting program, which can create an
infinite number of lighting effects.
This includes following audio input,
which can turn your Bowen LED

cove lighting, as well as any other
theater lights controlled through AstroFXCommander, into one big light
organ. The cove lights dance along
with a musical soundtrack, which
can sweep, chase, and flash a multitude of colors, and can even be
tied to a live performance, with no
When I worked for a planetarium,
programming necessary.
we produced entertainment laser
You can see a demo video of a sys- shows, and we had numerous lighting effects scattered around the
tem headed off for installation at
projector gallery and behind the
http://www.bowentechnovation.
dome to create a mix which made
com/systems/immersive/astrofxaucontinued on page 9...
rora/
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Medialon Manager Kiosk. Interactives with No Code Required.
By: Daniel Ritchie

to reprogram the exhibit. The system was designed
around the idea of being able to increase the number of
“video books”, manage these “video books” available
to the children, and to be able to update content with
drag and drop ease.

Meet...Kiosk
Medialon’s Manager Kiosk is designed
for standalone exhibit kiosk creation,
or to be integrated into a system wide
network of kiosks that can report to a
Manager Master Control System. The software features
media playback from multiple media sources, variable
control and tracking for storage of information, a web
browser, video input display, automated and manual
visitor control interfacing, logic programming, and multitasking with multiple simultaneous tasks running at
the same time…all encompassed in an easy to use drag
and drop, graphic interface-based programming
environment

Currently at Bowen, we are developing interactive versions of our planetarium shows. After testing a number
of methods, we based the design on the Kiosk software.
The standalone interactive will offer visitors the ability
to learn a lesson while interacting with the story and its
characters on a touchscreen.

Standalone Exhibits: Two Case Studies
At BT we have been including this product in our
quotes. For use in a solo kiosk, the software lends itself
as a user interface that is quick to learn. And unlike
some other interactive creation software’s, does not
require you to write line after line of code. We recently
included Kiosk on 2 different projects in a standalone
mode with different needs. At the Darby Creek Nature
Center, just outside Columbus, Ohio, we integrated 3
different kiosks that all had different looks. One is a
large Interactive Map exhibit, showing the different
ways a watershed affects the ecosystem, its landscape,
and types of business in an area. Another is a Time Machine that will transport you back in time through the
use of physical buttons and levers to see what life was
like in the Darby Creek area over the past 2000 years.

System Integration with Kiosk:
In the grander scheme, Kiosk has some features that allow for more possibilities when integrated into a Manager Control System. Kiosk was written to integrate
all of its elements into Manager, allowing the control
system to interact, interpret, and possibly modify the
experience the visitors have. Imagine a kiosk that can
track you throughout the museum and know what you
have looked at and which pages you spent the most
time on.

Alternatively, the time of day could influence content,
or messaging within the museum, like a popup window
that tells visitors when the museum closes. As the director of the museum, knowing which exhibits are used
most, and which have the least usage, will allow you to
focus funds on areas of interest to your visitors.

With kids today using more and more technology, we
recently added a story telling kiosk in some of the Indianapolis Public Library branches called See-A-Story.
Kids are able to sit and select from a number of "video
books" (stories) that can be updated without having
2
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Our New Interactives & Shows
By: Brien Barr

This year, Bowen
Technovation is putting on its racing
helmet and putting the
pedal to the metal with regards to
content production. Production has
always been one of the many services that BT has to offer. In fact,
the company started in 1985 doing
soundtracks and scores for a number
of productions, though it was known
as Bowen Music Productions back
then. Over the past 27 years, the
company has received numerous national and international awards such
as Silver Screens, Emmys, Bronze
Apples, and others.

Bet you didn’t know…
The BT team regularly works on the
content side of our client projects
including simple media format conversions, programming interaction
with content, completely producing
original material, and providing the
hardware packages to showcase the
content. We often partner with other
media content producers so we can
include a mix of the best talent for
each project. We maintain our own
audio studio in-house for use with
original audio productions. This,
combined with a complete audio/
video production suite, gives us all
the tools we need to produce highquality audio, video, and 2D and 3D
animated content. So, the next time

you have an exhibit you want to get
up and running and do not have any
content, think about Bowen Technovation and all of the production
services we can offer you.
Interactive Packages.
You may know of, or even own, our
AstroNotes all-dome shows:
The Mystery of the Missing
Seasons; Moon Witch; Lifestyles of the Stars; and Sandy,
Pepper, and the Eclipse. We
are working on brand new
standalone interactive versions of these shows. Sitting
in a domed theater and being immersed by the show is one thing,
but we now will have the visitor
interact with the storyline of the
shows in fun and educational
activities and games. Instead of
simply passively watching the
story happen in front of them on
a domed screen, they now step
right into the story as participants.
These activities get students and
parents right to the heart of science
standards-based principles. "Interacters” are able to move at their
own pace and move forward and
backward throughout the activities,
giving them a greater chance to really grasp the educational concepts.

packages to present the interactives.
You will be able to purchase one of
these turn-key packages outright, or
you will be able to lease the package for a limited term. Exact details
are being worked out and will be
announced when the interactives are
ready to ship. These standalone

kiosks will not take up much space
and are meant for a lobby/exhibit
area outside of a theater. They will
accommodate 1-2 viewers each and
are designed not to be obtrusive to
another exhibit or even another kiosk in the immediate area. You can
order them singly or as a matched
set of four preloaded and preprogrammed with the interactive titles.
So…just plug and play.

AstroNotes Show Upgrades.
We are also working on updating
some of the visuals in our AstroNotes shows. We are looking to
bring some of the images/video out
of the realm of traditional 2D art/
animation and immerse the viewer
BT is not only producing all of the
in a fun, stylized environment. The
content for these interactives, but we production team hopes to give the
are also creating turn-key hardware scenes and environments in the
shows more depth and
really bring the characters
to life. I’m even told that
there are going to be talking dogs?!?

continued on next page...
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If you already knew about BT’s
extensive history and reputation
in content production, then this
just serves as a reminder that our
talented production team is ready to
help out with your audio/video production needs. For those of you not
aware of our production capabilities,
we hope that you will think of us in
your future ventures. Not only do
we produce entertaining audio/video
pieces for our clients and the planetarium community, but we do all

of our own in-house promotional
materials, as well as tutorial and
demo videos to keep our client base
in touch with our products,
as we continually develop
existing products and new
and exciting ones.

(317) 863-0531 fax

Read more about our content history
and services at:
www.bowentechnovation.com/content

Proper Documentation. As Builts and Close-out Requirements
By: Jason Umbreit

When we design
systems, we create
a set of flowcharts
and other documents for the project that illustrate
how the equipment is wired, how
the gear is mounted and connected
in a rack, and speaker locations with
height, angle, and coverage patterns
clearly defined. Throughout the rack
build and system installation, any
alterations to these in the design are
documented and changed for the
final draft. Document upkeep should
not stop there. For reference, training, or troubleshooting it is highly
suggested that the documentation
for your system be kept up to date at
all times.
This is very, very important. Why?

Suppose you want to make an
upgrade or change equipment in the
system. Changes should be recorded
on the final documents as soon as
they are made, such as differing/
replaced equipment, wiring changes,
as well as information about the
changes, such as
serial numbers
and model numbers. This will
provide a quick
reference to any
future phone,
email, or onsite troubleshooting or
updating that might occur. Also, sign
and date the time of the completion of the changes. When troubleshooting issues, it helps to know
who made any changes and exactly
when those changes were made. It
may seem like an extra step, but it
becomes a lifesaver when troubleshooting potential issues over the
phone.
Another great source of reference
materials would be to take digital
photos of the entire system when it
is installed and when any changes
are made to it. BT staff do this on
every project.
4

Taking a lot of photos after the
initial install allows you to see how
the system looked from the very
beginning, before any changes were
made. This serves as a great reference to reset wires. Situations arise
all the time where it would have
been easier to fix a problem if you

could only see the way it was set up
originally. So take as many photos
as you can.
Even while you are experiencing
issues, having these photos can help
you troubleshoot over the phone
or through email, when you can’t
be right next to the gear. With cell
phone cameras and digital photos,
it is easier than ever to keep great
records of what your system has
going on.
Labels are also a huge part of the
system design. Bowen Technovation assigns a number to each and
every wire that goes in the system.

continued on next page...
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This gives the installer and end user
a clear understanding of where the
wire starts and stops, as well as
defining what the cable is used for.
Any additions to cabling should be
clearly labeled as soon as they are
made. It is important to stay consistent with the numbering scheme
detailed on the flowchart of the
system.
Failure to properly label a cable
can lead to longer down time when

troubleshooting an issue, a bad
standard for future expansions, and
confusion for future users. Don’t
forget to log the change, date, and
person who installed it on your final
documentation. Labels should be
machine printed (never handwritten)

(317) 863-0531 fax

and should always be held on both
ends of the cables with clear heat
shrink. The adhesive types always
fall off. So does regular tape.
Up to date documentation, labeling, and digital photos are a helpful
way to keep the system running
smoothly and easily to maintain and
troubleshoot. Just a few extra steps
can save HUGE headaches down
the road.

Don’t Do It Like This!

Product Profile: Furman Does it Again! Low-cost Wireless
Remote-Control Power Management with Standard Outlets
The problem:
How to turn on and off your exhibit
technologies daily in a fast, reliable
way.
The answer:
Install one of our museum wide
master control systems.
Problem:
Don’t have many exhibits…or have
a really tight budget?

when connected to your local area
network. Once connected to the
internet, the router needs to be registered at https://dev.mybluebolt.com,
and it’s ready to use. After logging
on to your account at the mybluebolt.com website and following directions in the setup guide to add the
MD2-ZB SmartPLUG outlets to the
router’s wireless ZigBee network,
all the devices on the network can
be controlled and managed using a
computer or any web enabled device
such as a smartphone or tablet.

The answer:
Panamax/Furman BlueBOLT is
a cloud based system for managing power through the internet. BT
recently had the opportunity to beta
test two of their newest products, the
BB-ZB1 gateway and the MD2-ZB
SmartPLUG® AC outlet. Together,
these devices allow wireless remote control and monitoring of any
standard AC outlet. The gateway
connects to the internet through
your network and communicates
The Test.
wirelessly to the SmartPLUG outlets For the beta test, BT set up the
scattered around your exhibits.
router and two wirelessly controlled
outlets spaced over 100’ apart and
The Hardware.
connected an electrical load (elecThe gateway acquires an IP address tric lamps) to the outlets. We then
5

registered the router on the BlueBOLT website, which allowed us
to control the individual outlets
through the web. We found the
website was intuitive and had useful
power management tools for tracking how much power was being
consumed at any given time by each
device plugged into the SmartPLUG
outlets.
Scheduling.
Another handy feature was the
ability to set up a daily schedule on
the website, which is a great way to
save energy by automatically turning off equipment after hours. This
is also a good way to save energy
and money by shutting down electronic equipment that normally will
continued on next page...
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“Furman Does it Again!” continued from page 5...

continue to draw standby power, or the so called “Vampire Power”. Once configured, the router did not need to
be connected to the internet to run a schedule, but it did
need to be connected to make changes to the schedule
or to remotely control devices.
BlueBOLT devices can also be interfaced directly to a
local control system, such as Bowen’s ExhibitFXCommander or AstroFXCommander. So along with being
integrated with your local automation control, equipment can be monitored and controlled through the web.

Assisted Listening, Alternate Language Systems,
and ADA Compliance
By: Matt Rosenfeld

There are three types of wireless ALS: IR (infrared), RF
(radio frequency), and IL (induction loop) systems. All
of these produce the same result: an audio source that is
transmitted wirelessly to a personal receiver or directly
to a compatible hearing-aid.

If you have purchased an audio system
from us, you probably have an ALS as
a component within the system. ALS
stands for a couple of different things:
Assisted Listening System and Alternate Language System. As the name implies, an Assisted Listening System provides an enhanced personal
audio experience for those who might need some extra
hearing assistance. An Alternate Language System
provides an audio translation into the listener’s native
language. Both of these systems contain the same fundamental technology, enabling the same equipment to
be used for both applications. I will be referring to both
uses as the generic “ALS”.

In an IR system, where the signal is transmitted via
an infrared beam, just like your television remote, the
listener has to be within line-of-sight to the transmitter.

First…what do you put in the
ALS audio? Some vendors will
send all the theater or exhibit
surround audio through the ALS
system, which causes intelligibility problems. A better solution is
to use a separate output from our
digital audio router. That allows us to send a separate
mix to the ALS transmitter that leaves out things that
are unimportant to those listeners. For example, the priority should be the L-R C channels with an emphasis on
speech. The surround channels can be greatly reduced
or even completely omitted from the ALS mix. After
all… those little earphones or earbuds are useless for
subwoofer frequencies.

Because of this, the range between the transmitter and
the receiver tends to be smaller. This range can be
expanded with the addition of multiple IR transmitters.
An IR system can be beneficial in both confidential
and high security situations when the audio can’t be
broadcast outside of the room. These are usually used in
courtroom and similar settings.
In an RF system, the signal is transmitted over radio
frequencies (specifically the FCC-mandated 72 and 216
MHz bands) to the receiver. Because there is no line-ofsight requirement like in the IR system, there tends to
be a broader range for the receiver to pick up. Because
continued on next page...
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integral copper wire antenna is run either through the
ceiling, in the floor, or around the dome creating a field
that an induction loop compatible device can pick up
on. These systems are the most user-friendly because
any user who has a t-coil compatible device doesn’t
need any extra hardware to enhance their listening
experience.

of this broader range, there is usually only one antenna
needed for transmission. This is the most common type
of system we use in our installs. For users with hearing aids that have telecoil (T-Coil) capabilities, there
is a third option: induction loops. In these systems, an

There are rules that the US Department of Justice released in 2010 in regards to ADA compliance and
ALS. These new and updated rules apply to all new constructions since March 15, 2012 and are mandatory by
law. The number of required ALS receivers depends upon the total number of seats in your venue. Please refer
to the table below for the requirements (http://www.ada.gov/regs2010/2010ADAStandards/2010ADAstandards.
htm#pgfId-1010597).
Capacity of Seating
in Assembly Area
50 or less
51 to 200
201 to 500
501 to 1000
1001 to 2000
2001 and over

Minimum Number of Receivers
2
2, plus 1 per 25 seats over 50 seats
2, plus 1 per 25 seats over 50 seats
20, plus 1 per 33 seats over 500 seats
35, plus 1 per 50 seats over 1000 seats
55 plus 1 per 100 seats over 2000 seats

Minimum Number of Hearing-aid
Compatible Receivers
2
2
1 per 4 receivers
1 per 4 receivers
1 per 4 receivers
1 per 4 receivers

All of the Bowen-specified and installed systems in new construction installations since this 2010 release
(and 2012 compliance date) have included provisions for compliance to these updated standards. If you have an
older installation with no or outdated ALS equipment and would like to know more about how you can make your
system better for the hearing-impaired or how to make it multi-language compatible, please contact Jeff Bowen for
more details.
large projection screen
or flat panel. Each day
we will conduct four
astronomy based “workWe are pleased to announce our first shops”...eight over two days and
ever sponsorship and exhibiting at
then repeating the eight workshops.
the American Astronomical Society The schedule for these will appear
(AAS) conference from June 2-6
on an easel at the registration desk
2013. Typical attendance is between area. We also will be showcasing
1500-3000 attendees.
our four new interactive kiosks (see
Brien’s article on page 3).
We will have a spacious 10’ x 20’
booth set up classroom style with a The presenter will be transmitted via

ALS technology to the attendee, and
you will keep the earset we provide
courtesy of Listen Technologies.
We encourage you to contact us
for more info or to read about it at
http://aas.org/meetings/aas-222ndmeeting. Note our logo already
appears as a sponsor. It is a link to
our website.

“The meeting offers a golden opportunity for Bowen and the astronomical community to bounce ideas off each other -- which
is, after all, the point of gathering together in the first place!”says AAS press officer Rick Fienberg.
7
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Useful Web Videos
By: Aaron Newport

Working at Bowen
Technovation is an
interesting experience.
I have been with the
company for a short period of time,
and in that time, I have received a
plethora of various assignments.
This results in a work environment
that allows its employees to be
creative and innovative. It is making
for an exciting career path. All of us
at Bowen Technovation are constantly learning and are always being pushed by Jeff and each other to
develop new ideas. For this article, I
am going to discuss a series of video
projects we have been working on
or will be working on in the near
future.
We thrive on customer service here
at Bowen Technovation. So, we
want to make sure our clients are
completely satisfied and prepared to
continue forward with their use of
our products. One of the many ways
we do this is by providing them with
several resources they can tap into
through our website. One of those
resources being the video tutorials
for our AstroFX Systems.

We give our clients a user name and
password, which enables them to access these on our site. These tutorials give our clients a thorough run
down of the software screens and
demonstrate the process for some of
the basic functions. In the tutorials,
one of our trained specialists
will explain the equipment
involved, tour the software
screens, explain a common
error made by clients, or demonstrate basic functions of the
software. We find these videos
to be very helpful and have
confidence our clients will as
well.

We have several tutorials our clients
can see on our site currently and are
also working on several more ideas.
We will continue to update the site
with more tutorials as we create
them.

We are also in the process of developing some product demonstration
videos that will be posted on our
site. These videos will demonstrate
the latest products and software
upgrades that will begin to appear in
our systems, such as the terrific new
AstroFXAurora LightJamz! automated light show software.

This video can be seen at:
http://www.bowentechnovation.com/
systems/immersive/astrofxaurora/
These videos will be high quality
and will be released every 3 to 6
months. Our intent is to help our
clients and potential clients have a
better understanding of our system
capabilities and options.
Keep a look out for new demonstration videos as they are completed,
as we are always technovating new
ideas.

“Peoria Riverfront Museum” continued from page 1...

There is an armature that holds
changeable scenic elements, collection cases that can change objects,
and Bowen’s interactive media that
can be re-programmed. The opening scenario focuses on innovation
in Peoria. Future scenarios will
cover other Peoria stories like civil
rights and vaudeville,” said John W.
Jacobsen, president of White Oak
Associates, Inc, the museum planner
for PRM.

Equipment Locations
For this project, the designers decided to not have a central equipment room that is common in many
museums. Instead, for most exhibits,
local media players were used. In
other areas, small equipment racks
were tucked behind exhibit walls.
This allows for one exhibit to be
changed while not disturbing the
functionality of other exhibits.

The Visitor Experience
Bowen Technovation provided
exhibit technology in two primary
galleries. The Illinois River Encounter and The Street. The Illinois
River Encounter focuses on how
the Illinois River has changed over
tens of thousands of years and how
humans have changed the river for
their own uses. One of the highlights of this gallery is The Kankakee Torrent. Using projection on
continued on next page...
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a simulated rock wall and a 5.1
display immerses visitors in more
surround sound system, it tells the
than 300 years of Peoria’s history.
story of a catastrophic flood that oc- This gallery also houses the Object
curred over 14,000 years ago in the Theater, which uses multimedia
Midwest. Another exhibit highlight technology, surround-sound, and
is called Floods and Levees, which
controlled intelligent LED lights
features a 3D model of Peoria with a paired with historical objects to
a visitor selected projection of various flood levels
throughout its history. The
visitor selects through a
touch screen display which
depiction of a particular
year’s flood they would
like to see, and then, the
flood level is projected
onto the 3D cityscape
model of modern day
“Bowen Technovation has helped make The Street and the
Peoria.
Illinois River Encounter two of our most popular galleries in
In The Street gallery, a BTprovided large projection

the new Peoria Riverfront Museum. Visitors and staff alike are
especially fans of the Object Theater component in The Street.
It has quickly become a favorite!" Kate Neumiller Schureman,
Sr. V.P. of Programs

“AstroFX Aurora Light Shows” continued from page 1...

for a much more visually diverse experience. Much of the time the laser
was turned off while we spun the
sky, flashed strobes, and for those
that remember, used dozens of slide
projectors for images and to create wild backgrounds. Today many
theaters are being built or upgraded
with full dome video, and there's no
longer the need for galleries stocked
with lighting effects or slide projectors. What remains is the lighting
cove.

wipes, chases, flash controls, and
custom editable preset scenes.
Through scripted or timeline programming entire lighting shows can
be created using just the cove lights,
or the cove lights
can be used to augment the planetarium projector. If
you have attended
planetarium conferences in theaters
with our cove
lighting, you may
The Bowen AstroFXAurora LED
have been treated
cove lights have always been able to to one of these
create smooth fades with specially
light shows.
scaled, 16-bit RGB color. And with
our Advanced systems, individual
color/brightness control over as little Some uses include mixing enteras one foot (one fixture) all the way tainment full dome video or laser
shows with dynamic lighting effects.
around the dome.
Receptions hosted in the theater can
have lights that follow the backYour FXAurora system will still
ground music, instead of a static,
provide the customizable built-in
9
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tell stories of innovation. Stadiumstyle seating allows for groups of
about twenty-five. Live presentations can also be done in this area by
museum docents.
Read more at:
http://www.peoriariverfrontmuseum.
org/whats-happening-now/exhibitions/illinois-river-encounter
http://www.peoriariverfrontmuseum.
org/whats-happening-now/exhibitions/the-street
The Project Team
PRM Project Manager: Kate Schureman
Museum Planner: White Oak Associates
Exhibit Design: D+C
Exhibit Fabrication: Hadley Exhibits
Media Content and Programming:
Silver Oaks, Bowen Technovation
single color when visitors enter the
theater. The lights can be constantly
changing or following the walk-in
music. If vestibule lights are tied to
our control system, these too can
dance and change.

These effects are not limited to planetariums. Large format film theaters,
museums, science centers, exhibits,
and other facilities that have our
lights can be integrated with Lightjamz!
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